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ABSTRACT

The discovery of quasi-periodic atomic order in the crystalline state has uncovered an exciting new class of symmetries that has never been explored. Quasi-periodic structures offer unique opportunities for investigating questions related to their acoustical behavior because of their non-periodic translational order and self-similar properties. Their unique long-range non-periodic formations have the ability to diffuse and orchestrate the flow of sound energy in many unique ways; offering intriguing potential for innovating a new wave of optimized sound diffusers. One key limitation with available periodic diffusers is that their repeating logic creates repetitive energy loops, which significantly reduce their ability to uniformly disperse sound energy. Quasi-periodic geometry can mitigate such limitation. By encapsulating an infinite variety of distinct profiles in all directions, quasi-periodic surfaces can eliminate the formation of bundled or looped reflections; considerably enhancing the ability of the diffuser to uniformly disperse sound energy. To investigate this hypothesis, the diffusion quality of a quasi-periodic surface is compared to the diffusion performance of Schroeder’s 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser. The normalized diffusion coefficients and polar response plots were calculated for both surfaces. Results show that the diffusion quality of the tested quasi-periodic surface is superior to the diffusion performance of the 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of quasicrystals in the 1980s has uncovered an exciting new class of geometric structures that was not known before (Shechtman et al. 1984). The atomic arrangements of this new state of matter exhibit a global long-range non-periodic translational order, which was thought to be forbidden for the crystalline state in the traditional framework of crystallography. These formations can fill the space ad infinitum without repeating the same formations (Levine and Steinhardt 1984; Socolar, Steinhardt and Levine 1985; Levine and Steinhardt 1986; Ishii and Fujiwara 2008). One key ingredient of the quasi-periodic order is the multi-level hierarchical nature, which allows the same patterns to recur at multiple scales. Three decades after their initial discovery, hundreds of quasicrystals have been documented; exposing a wealth of quasi-periodic symmetries with untapped potentials (Jazbec 2009; Maclá 2006; Yamamoto and Takakura 2008; Dubois 2012).
Aside from their astonishing visual and physical qualities, quasi-periodic formations exhibit unusual structural properties, which can be ideally suited for investigating new applications in architecture and design. These systems could potentially provide a rich source of performative geometries for innovating new structures, systems, materials, patterns, surfaces and forms. One intriguing potential of their unique quasi-periodic formations is the ability to orchestrate the flow of light or sound energy, which could find applications across a wide range of light and sound-based technologies (Roichman and Grier 2005; Steurer and Widmer 2007; Mikhail et al. 2010; Schmiedeberg and Stark 2012; Martinsons et al. 2014; Dong et al. 2015; Boriskina 2015; Schmiedeberg et al. 2017). In this context, this paper is focused specifically on investigating aspects of the acoustical diffusion behavior of quasi-periodic formations.

One key challenge associated with designing effective surface diffusers is the ability to disperse sound energy uniformly over the diffused sound field while avoiding the formation of orchestrated, bundled or looped reflections (D’Antonio and Cox 2004, 2009, 2017). It is assumed that better diffusion occurs when every position in the diffuse sound field receives the same density of the reflected energy (D’Antonio and Cox 2004, 2009, 2017; Fay 2013; Kleiner and Tichy 2014). However, it is a common practice to design diffusers based on periodic repetition of a limited number of basic shapes, which often creates repetitive energy loops; significantly reducing the ability of the diffuser to uniformly disperse sound energy (Lam 1999; D’Antonio and Cox 2004; Cox and D’Antonio 2009; Hughes et al. 2010). To mitigate the periodicity problem some researchers turned their attention to investigate random or pseudo-random designs (Angus 1995; Hughes et al. 2010). While this approach can eliminate periodicity, random arrangements are hard to visually encode or predict and often requires the manufacturing of the large number of shapes which make them costs prohibitive (Cox and D’Antonio 2004). Other studies used modulation schemes of one or two basic shapes and relied on visual appearance, random sequences, number theory, or optimization programs to arrange the units in a non-repeating manner (Angus 1995, D’Antonio and Cox 2004; Cox and D’Antonio 2009). While such schemes can optimize the number of basic shapes, their pseudo-random logic is often dictated by the shape of the basic units (i.e. squares, triangles or hexagons) which can limit the range of possible arrangements and design variations. Moreover, these geometric designs are rigid and their visual appearance is often ignored in the pursuit of more functional attributes; making them unattractive options for architectural environments. Another modulation approach utilizes Fibonacci one-dimensional quasi-periodic sequence to arrange the basic repeating units (Arau-Puchades 2016). However, these arrangements exhibit quasi-periodicity only in one direction and their design choices and aesthetics can be very limited. Recently, Lee and colleagues (Lee, Tsuchiya and Sakuma 2018) investigated variations of surface profiles designed by rearranging the thick and thin rhombuses in Penrose tiling. After comparing tile arrangements (symmetric, asymmetric and random), they found that the effect was relatively small when comparing Penrose tiling with random tiling. This suggest that quasi-periodic formations have advantages over periodic formations. However, their study did not compare the performance of Penrose-type surfaces with available diffusers.

Based on this review, the ideal scheme for designing surface diffusers requires that periodicity be removed from all directions and using a limited number of manufactured shapes while at the same time allowing for a wider space for creativity and design aesthetics. This paper argues that three-dimensional quasi-periodic structures offer unique opportunities for satisfying these requirements. In addition, their self-similarity provides opportunities for designers to include detailed profiles at multiple scales for optimizing performance (Cox and D’Antonio 1997; D’Antonio and Konnert 1992; Cox and D’Antonio 2004, 2009, 2017; Qian 2001; Bradley et al. 2011; Ning and Zhao 2017; Ajlouni 2017a).

Today, a major roadblock is challenging designers to fully engage in investigating the use of quasi-periodic formations for acoustical surface designs, which is associated with the difficulties to generate the complicated quasi-periodic formations. Unfortunately, most of the available structural models are based on complicated or abstract mathematics (i.e. matching, substitution, inflation, deflation, matching, projection, etc.) (Penrose 1974; De Bruijn 1981a; De Bruijn 1981b; De Bruijn 1981c; Bak 1986; Socolar, Steinhardt and Levine 1985; Lord, Ranganathan and Kulkarni 2000; Abe, Yan and Pennycook 2004; Madison 2015a; Madison, 2015b), which present substantial limitations for researchers especially in the non-technical fields. Fortunately, the
discovery of historical patterns exhibiting quasi-periodic formations is providing new insights into understanding these complicated structures (Makovicky 1992; Makovicky, P’erez and Hach-Al’i 1998; Rigby 2005; Lu, and Steinhardt 2007; Saltzman 2008; Makovicky and Makovicky 2011). Derived from these traditional principles, a simple proportional structural model for generating these complicated formations has been described (Ajlouni2012; Ajlouni2013; Ajlouni2017b; Ajlouni2018). This paper utilizes this new approach to generate the quasi-periodic surface design tested by this research.

2.0 BACKGROUND

In the context of architectural design, the challenges associated with the acoustical prediction can be attributed to the interplay of a complex system of competing factors including, space size, proportion, geometry, material properties and surface details. One of the critical drivers of acoustical behavior relates to the design of architectural surfaces, which primarily affect the way in which sound reflections propagate through space. If such reflections are not carefully steered, they can create strong secondary sound patterns; often causing flutter echoes or comb filtering (Cox and D’Antonio 2009). With proper acoustical design of surface geometry, sound reflections can be effectively tamed by evenly diffusing the reflected sound energy so it is less focused or coherent (Fay 2013). The behavior of sound reflections off different surface geometry and their effect on shaping the spatial auditory atmosphere have been investigated in many architectural contexts (Cox and Lam 1993; Cox 1996; Embrechts, Archambeau and Stan 2001; Funkhouser et al. 2002). Today, a limited range of contemporary sound diffusers are designed with certain geometric profiles to either scatter the sound spatially, temporally or both (Farner 2014). However, depending on their surface designs, arrangements and depth profiles, the performance of sound diffusers is often limited by their ability to respond to the targeted sound wavelength (Everest and Pohlmann 2009; Bradley et al. 2011). Only a limited number of available diffusers are designed to effectively respond to a range of wavelengths. Some of the most functional diffusers were invented in 1970s by Manfred Schroeder, who used number theory to predict the optimal diffusion for a surface profile (Schroeder 1975; Schroeder 1979). With the introduction of Schroeder’s Quadratic Residue Diffusers (QRD), it was possible for the first time to measure the complete diffuse reflection based on the grating loops produced by the periodic phase grating energy (Cox et al. 2006). Schroeder’s diffusers are designed with a sequence of wells of the same width and different depths and can be arranged in one or multi-dimensional devices (Cox and D’Antonio 2004). Since their introduction, Schroeder’s diffusers have been widely adopted in technical and architectural acoustics (Cox and D’Antonio 2004, 2009, 2017; D’Antonio and Cox 2000; Cox and Lam 1994; Hargreaves, Cox and Lam 2000). However, in terms of repeating the optimized sequence “the curse of periodicity” presents a major limitation (Cox and D’Antonio 2004, 248). Moreover, at low frequencies, Schroeder diffusers can cause high absorption due to the resonance created in the deep well system (Fujiwara 1995). Aesthetically, the visual appearance of Schroeder’s irregular well arrangements can be challenging for designers (Zhu et al. 2017). Their protruding profiles make them unattractive options for architectural environments. Today, the lack of new designs that can complement contemporary architecture presents a major challenge (Cox et al. 2006). Only a limited number of available diffusers are considered acceptable for architectural spaces. Computer calculations are often utilized to numerically design and optimize these surfaces (Cox and D’Antonio 2009; Lee and Sakuma 2015; Henham, Holloway and Panton 2016). However, such design process is limited to the manipulation of some basic design elements and is often time intensive, as it evaluates unit by unit basis. With the limited availability of aesthetically acceptable diffusers for architectural acoustics, it is critical that new and original approaches are proposed. The need for innovative designs that can satisfy both the acoustic and visual requirements is therefore essential.

1 Sound vibrations are caused when energy is trapped within a reflection cycle between two surfaces.

2 The amplification of certain sound frequencies while reducing others.
3.0 METHODS
3.1 Research Design
The aim of this research is to explore the potential of using quasi-periodic formations to design new surface diffusers. The hypothesis argues that because of their non-periodic translational nature, quasi-periodic surfaces offer many advantages over periodic designs in terms of eliminating the creation of repetitive energy loops and enhancing the ability of the diffuser to uniformly disperse sound energy. In this research, a new type of quasi-periodic surface diffuser based on 2D Penrose tiling formations is developed and tested. To establish a base-performance criterion for comparison, Schroeder’s 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser (QRD) with similar depth profile is also tested. The ISO standard metrics (Normalized Diffusion Coefficient and Spatial Response Plots) are used to measure the quality of the diffuse reflection caused by both surfaces. These metrics are used to evaluate the quality of the diffusers in terms of the spatial uniformity of the reflected sound energy (Cox et al. 2006). In particular, the Normalized Diffusion Coefficient provides a measure of the spatial distribution of the reflected sound energy and it was developed with the primary goal of defining an accurate ISO standard metrics for evaluating the worth of surface diffusers. It can be used as a tool for ranking the quality of different diffusers and is calculated as a single value between 0 and 1, which measures the uniformity of the reflected energy. The value of 1 indicates that the reflected energy is evenly distributed across all directions, while a value of 0 indicates that the reflected energy is reflected only in one direction.

3.2 Instrumentation
The two-dimensional acoustics simulation software AFMG Reflex was used to model the diffusion of sound wave incident upon the defined surface profiles. The numerical method calculates the diffusion properties of the sample surfaces based on the Boundary Element Method (BEM). The diffusion coefficients are plotted as frequency response graphs and the reflective properties are displayed as a polar response graph for a specific angle of incidence and frequency of a sound wave (AFMG 2018).

3.3 Target population
For the quasi-periodic surface designs, the general target population includes all categories of quasi-periodic symmetries including 5-fold, 7-fold, 8-fold, 9-fold, 10-fold and 12-fold. However, for the purpose of conducting this research, numerical measurements specifically target 5-fold three-dimensional quasi-periodic structures, with the assumption that it provides a true representative sample of the general quasi-periodic population.

For the periodic surface design, Schroeder’s 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser (QRD) is used to establish a base for comparison with the assumption that it provides a true representative sample of the general periodic population. This is a two-plane diffuser formed by arranging series of wells in two directions which generate diffuse reflections in three-dimensional (3D) space. In this paper, a sequence array of 7X7 quadratic residue diffuser is used as the basic unit for the periodic arrangement.

3.4 Generating sample profiles
3.4.1: Quasi-periodic geometry
The number of the quasi-periodic designs that can be generated based on five-fold rotational symmetry can be extensive depending on the underlying structural order and the internal geometry. For the purpose of this research, three-dimensional quasi-periodic surface profiles are generated based on 5-fold quasi-periodic Penrose tiling using the thin and thick rhombus (Figures 1) (Penrose 1974). While this research focuses specifically on Penrose designs, the underlying goal is to develop a general method for testing other types of quasi-periodic structures.

Penrose tiling is a non-periodic tiling discovered by mathematical physicist Roger Penrose in the 1970s (Penrose 1974). In a five-fold rotational symmetry, Penrose discovered that by using only two tiles constructed based on the irrational number Phi (\(\phi = 1.618033988749895\)), a surface can be tiled infinitely without repeating the same formations (Figure 1). Using the thin and thick rhombus, the infinite quasi-periodic Penrose tiling can be assembled according to very specific local matching rules (Figures 1 and 2).
The construction process of 5-fold Penrose tiling pattern is governed by a proportional system that is derived from the traditional method of using a compass and a straightedge (Ajlouni2011). A framework of nested decagrams serves as the underlying hidden grid for guiding the construction process of the quasi-periodic system (Figure 3). The infinite Penrose empire is constructed by building a progression of nested sequences, in which, each decagram is built to the previous level. This framework is constructed by drawing a polar array of lines through connecting points of equal distances on the initial decagon. The framework grows based on the Golden ratio. If we denote the radius of the \( n \)th decagram by \( \text{rad}_n \) and the next larger radius by \( \text{rad}_{n+1} \), then the ratio \( \text{rad}_{n+1}/\text{rad}_n \) is equal to \( \phi = (1+\sqrt{5})/2 \). (Equation 1). This progression of nested decagrams serves a critical role in maintaining a relational aspect ratio between the different levels, which is the key to resolving the quasi-periodic structure.

\[
\text{n}_0 \rightarrow \text{n}_n, \quad \frac{\text{rad}_{n+1}}{\text{rad}_n} = \frac{1 + \sqrt{5}}{2} \quad [1]
\]

The process for constructing the first-level hierarchy for Penrose pattern is demonstrated in Figure 3. Each cluster in the first hierarchy is composed of four building units; two ‘seed’ units with five-fold symmetry and their two fragments (Figure 3a). The sizes of the ‘seed’ units and their fragments are proportional to the size of the framework and is derived from the progression sequence of the nested decagrams (Figure 3c). The different combinations of the ‘seed’ units and their ‘fragments’ are shown in Figure 3b. The locations of the ‘seed’ units are determined by the intersection points generated by the framework (Figure 3d). The positions of the ‘fragments’ are guided by the position of the ‘seed’ units. The final arrangement of the first hierarchy of Penrose pattern is shown in Figure 3e. The construction of the global empire of the quasi-periodic formation requires building a progression of
Figure 3 – A framework of nested decagrams based on $\phi$, serves as the underlying hidden grid for guiding the construction process of the quasi-periodic system.

Figure 4 – The process for constructing the second-level hierarchy for Penrose tiling pattern.
order cluster is built on the lower order. In this system, the construction of the next higher-level is governed by a new generation of the nested decagrams, which grows proportionally according to the golden ratio and Fibonacci sequence.

The process for constructing the second-level hierarchy for Penrose pattern is demonstrated in Figure 4. In this second level, the final generated pattern of the first hierarchy serves as the seed cluster for the second hierarchy (Figure 4e). Each cluster in the second-level hierarchy is composed of four building clusters. The two ‘seed’ clusters (Figure 4a) and their two fragments (Figure 4b), which are used to fill-in the gaps between the main ‘seed’ clusters. All units of the second-generation order are distributed according to the new generation framework of the nested decagrams (Figure 4e). The final arrangement of the second hierarchy of Penrose pattern is shown in Figure 4f. Accordingly to this sequence, generating the next higher-level cluster also follows the same process, in which the new higher-generation order is built on the previous order. An important characteristic of this multi-level proportional system is that the same elements of the patterns recur at different scales. This is often described as ‘self-similarity’ principle, which is the key principle in nature. A close-up detail of the generated Penrose pattern reveals the inflation rule of the second-hierarchy (Figure 5). According to these rules, the new generation thin and thick rhombus can be broken down to a smaller scale of the same pattern based on the golden ratio. In the next section, these deflation rules are used to generate the three-dimensional surface profiles of Penrose patterns.

3.4.2: Quasi-periodic surface design

In order to construct the three-dimensional quasi-periodic (QP) surface design for Penrose tiling, it is important to understand that the two-dimensional Penrose formations are actually projections of the higher three-dimensional space. In this context, the thick and thin rhombus can be viewed as projections...
Figure 7 – Top: The two-dimensional Penrose tiling formations are projections of the golden rhombus in the three-dimensional space. Bottom: The quasi-periodic surface design is generated by combining the second-level hierarchy of the thin and thick rhombus based on the deflation rules.

Figure 8 – Rendered views of the quasi-periodic surface (top: vertical light, down: 45-degree light).
two-dimensional plane. The golden rhombus is constructed by joining the mid points of the sides of a golden rectangle, in which the ratio of the long diagonal to the short diagonal equals to Phi (Figure 6). By reversing such projection, it is possible to reconstruct the three-dimensional surface structure of Penrose tiling using the deflation-inflation rules deduced in the previous section. The quasi-periodic surface design (Figure 7) is then generated by combining the second-level hierarchy of the thin and thick rhombus based on the deflation rules in Figure 5. Figure 8 shows different resolutions of the three-dimensional quasi-periodic surface rendered in 90-degree light (Figure 8-top) and 45-degree light (Figure 8-bottom). Interestingly, these rendered views also show visible traces of the Fibonacci bars rotated in the five directions. This demonstrates how simple rules can allow for the formations of complicated structures.

### 3.4.3: 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser (QRD)

Figure 9 shows 1D Schroeder Quadratic Residue Diffuser; one of the most commonly used devices in the acoustics industry (Cox, and D’Antonio 2004). This single plane diffuser consists of a series of seven wells with equal widths and different depths. The wells are separated by thin fins. The different depths are determined by the quadratic residue mathematical sequence, which is calculated based on the formula (depth = (well position) *2 mod N). N is a prime number and equals the number of wells. The N7 panel has depth sequence of (0, 1, 4, 2, 2, 4, 1). The variations in depth causes sound waves to be reflected with phase delay based on the time it takes to travel down and up the well. To achieve the desired phase delay for a targeted wave, well depth should reach half of the wavelength to cause the phase change.

A single-plane 1D diffuser can cause diffuse reflection in a two-dimensional plane or into a hemi-disc. In order to generate diffuse reflections in three-dimensional space or into a hemisphere, a multi-planes 2D diffuser is needed. Figure 10 shows a 2D QRD based on N=7X7. This specific array of sequences causes diffuse reflections along the vertical and horizontal planes as well as along the two diagonal directions (Cox, and D’Antonio 2004; Zhu et al. 2017). In this case, the diagonal sequence (4, 1, 2, 0, 2, 1, 4)
performs similarly to the original 1D sequence of (0, 1, 4, 2, 2, 4, 1) and has the same Fourier properties. The four variations of surface cross-section profiles on the vertical and horizontal directions are shown in Figure 10 right.

In this research, the 2D 7X7 Schroeder type QRD provides a base-line performance measure for comparison. The extended 2D QRD diffuser is achieved by repeating the basic 7X7 unit with the assumption that it provides a true representative sample of the general periodic population. The depth sequence of the 2D QRD is designed to respond to a target frequency range between 900 Hz and 4000 Hz. Accordingly, the max well depth is 5.86 inch, the well

---

**Figure 11** – For each of the two surfaces (Quasi-Periodic (QP) and the 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser (QRD)) 18 different profiles were generated based on four directions.

**Figure 12** – The generated sample profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quasi-Periodic</th>
<th>QRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 00°</td>
<td>1 00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 00°</td>
<td>2 00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 00°</td>
<td>3 00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 00°</td>
<td>4 00°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 45°</td>
<td>1 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 45°</td>
<td>2 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 45°</td>
<td>3 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 45°</td>
<td>4 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 45°</td>
<td>5 45°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 90°</td>
<td>1 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 90°</td>
<td>2 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 90°</td>
<td>3 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 90°</td>
<td>4 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 135°</td>
<td>1 135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 135°</td>
<td>2 135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 135°</td>
<td>3 135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 135°</td>
<td>4 135°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 135°</td>
<td>5 135°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
width is 1.85 inch and the fin width is 0.11 inch \(^3\). In this sequence the well number corresponds to the following depths in inches \(0 = 0, 1= 0.97, 2= 1.95, 3= 2.93, 4= 3.91, 5= 4.88, 6= 5.86\).

### 3.4.4: Generating sample surface profiles

For each of the two surface designs (Quasi-Periodic (QP) and the 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser (QRD)) a square area of 12ft x12ft sample surface was constructed digitally (Figure 11). The profile depth of the QP diffuser was kept the same as the build depth of the QRD (5.86 inches). For each of the two surfaces 18 different profiles were generated based on four directions (horizontal, vertical and two diagonals) as shown in Figure 11. The profiles shown in figure 12 provide the sample data for testing the quality of the diffusers in terms of the spatial uniformity of the reflected sound energy.

### 4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 4.1 The Normalized Diffusion Coefficients

For each surface (QP and QRD), the normalized diffusion coefficients, based on diffuse field method was plotted for the 18 different sample profiles encompassing four different directions (0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees). The diffuse field method has the advantage of obtaining a quick random incident coefficient for predicting the performance of surface geometry. Figure 13 shows the normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 4 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the horizontal direction (00 degrees). Figure 14 shows the normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 5 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the diagonal direction (45 degrees). Figure 15 shows the normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 4 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the vertical direction (90 degrees). Figure 16 shows the normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 5 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the other diagonal direction (135 degrees). The results clearly show that, in all tested directions, the normalized diffusion coefficients values for the QP surface (Blue line) performed better than QRD surface (Red line).

---

\(^3\) All measurements are calculated using QRDude V:3.10:https://www.subwoofer-builder.com/qrdude.htm
Figure 14 – The normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 5 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the diagonal direction (45 degrees).

Figure 15 – The normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 4 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the vertical direction (90 degrees).
The uniformity of the sound energy reflected from surfaces can be measured as a spatial polar response in one-third octaves for a specific angle of incidence, which is used to characterize the diffuser’s performance. For each of the 18 sample profiles, the Spatial Response Plot of the reflected sound wave was calculated for three different angles of incidence (-45, 0 and 45) and for 4 different frequencies (1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3150 Hz and 4000 Hz). Figure 17 shows the spatial response plot for a total of 4 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the horizontal direction (00 degrees). Figure 18 shows the spatial response plot for a total of 5 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the diagonal direction (45 degrees). Figure 19 shows the spatial response plot for a total of 4 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the vertical direction (90 degrees). Figure 20 shows the spatial response plot for a total of 5 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the other diagonal direction (135 degrees). The results show better uniform distributions associated with the QP surface. Moreover, the scattered polar responses for the QRD surface show grating lobes generated by the fact that it is periodic. Such lobes increase with the number of repetitive units in the surface design.

Figure 16 – The normalized diffusion coefficient spectrums across the frequency range of 800 Hz, to 4000 Hz for a total of 5 discrete profile samples for each surface (QP and QRD) in the diagonal direction (135 degrees).

Figure 17 – The spatial response plot for a total of 4 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the horizontal direction (00 degrees).
Figure 18 – The spatial response plot for a total of 5 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the diagonal direction (45 degrees).

Figure 19 – The spatial response plot for a total of 4 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the vertical direction (90 degrees).

Figure 20 – The spatial response plot for a total of 5 discrete sample profiles for each surface (OP and QRD) in the other diagonal direction (135 degrees).
5.0 New Surface Designs for Architecture Acoustics.

In this paper, a new approach for acoustical surface design based on quasi-periodic formations is presented. While this study focuses specifically on Penrose-based surfaces, the range of design possibilities is wide and allows for variations while preserving the quasi-periodic symmetry. Moreover, these designs are built on hierarchical structures that allow self-similar systems to emerge, which can be used to optimize surface designs for architectural acoustics. Because of the limited number of the basic building units, these surfaces can be easily fabricated using simple casting processes. The example in Figure 21 shows a 10-fold quasi-periodic surface design consisting of two basic units. This tiling system can be easily fabricated using ceramic slip casting methods (figure 21 right).

Figure 22 demonstrates the process for developing the surface design in Figure 21. The construction process utilizes a simple relational logic that can be used to generate variety of non-periodic hierarchical designs (Ajlouni2018). In general, generating the quasi-periodic formations is based on utilizing two design components, an underlying structural grid and a (seed) units. In this formula, the underlying grid provides the relational logic for mapping the locations of the repeated seed units and is responsible for defining the underlying symmetry. By manipulating the design of the seed units, a wide range of variations can be achieved. Generating the structural grid is attained by building a progression of nested decagrams, in which, every hierarchy is proportionally built on the previous one; resulting in a self-similar network (Figure 22 a). The intersection points on the network define the locations of the seed units (Figure 22 b). In this system, the connecting formations between the main seed units are flexible and will not affect the underlying symmetry (Figure 22 c). By analyzing the generated design in figure 22 d, it is possible to define two basic modular units. The profile and depth of these two units can be customized to respond to specific acoustic design challenge.

Quasi-periodic surface profiles can be applied in many design situations to improve the audible performance. For example, these designs can be used on rear walls of large auditoria to prevent echoes (Cox and D'Antonio 2004). Such strategy preserves the energy from the sound field, which presents an advantage over using absorbers. Similar diffusers can also be used in small rooms with parallel walls to eliminate flutter echoes. Small rooms can also benefit from similar diffusers, which can promote a passive background sound while minimizing the coloration effects of early reflections (Cox et al. 2006). Moreover, these designs can be used to reduce effects of early arriving reflections especially in large spaces with low ceilings (Cox and D’Antonio 2004) as well as to improve sound performance of long and narrow spaces (i.e. subway stations).

By utilizing the qualities of quasi-periodic structures, this research hopes to inspire a new wave of acoustical surface designs that allows the designer to
encode a wide range of behavioral and aesthetic qualities.

6.0 CONCLUSION

This research is set to explore the potential of using quasi-periodic formations for designing surface diffusers. A new type of quasi-periodic surface diffuser based on 2D Penrose tiling formations is developed. The quality of the diffuse reflection caused by the quasi-periodic surface was compared to the diffuse reflection caused by Schroeder’s 2D Quadratic Residue Diffuser (QRD). The numerical results show that the Quasi-periodic diffuser performed better than the 2D (QRD). The quasi-periodic surface designs have two main performative qualities, which make them more appealing than periodic surface designs. The first advantage relates to the fact that quasi-periodic designs do not repeat their formations while expanding to fill the surface. This quality allows for every quasi-periodic profile to have a distinct design, which in turn produces a completely distinct sound reflection pattern. This is an essential property for an effective scattering performance, by which, eliminating the formations of orchestrated reflections and thus allowing for a wider range of distribution of the reflection rays. Periodic designs, on the other hand, repeat the same formations based on the number of basic units, which often produce the same profiles resulting in the reoccurrence of the exact reflection patterns. This can amplify certain directions; producing patterns of sound reflections (i.e. comb filtering). The second advantage of utilizing the quasi-periodic structures for designing sound diffusers, is their encoded self-similar properties, which allow the same non-repeating formations to appear at multiple scales. This quality has the potential for optimization to respond to a wider band of sound wavelengths.

Figure 22 – The process for developing the surface design in Figure 21.
Moreover, the introduced process for developing quasi-periodic surface designs is flexible and provides a wider space for creativity and design aesthetics.

While these results provide preliminary indicators for the diffusion behavior of the sample data, follow-up investigations should include the use of physical experimentation to validate the numerical results. Future research should also investigate the diffusion properties of other non-periodic formations, including 7-fold, 8-fold, 9-fold, 10-fold, 12-fold, etc., as well as designing and testing optimized hybrid designs than encode the qualities of Schroeder’s profiles within the quasi-periodic arrangements.
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